Vespa Stolen Scooter
Reunited with Owner
Within Hours
Automatrics Service Level agreement
with AVCIS ACPO Vehicle Crime
Intelligence Service was finalised on the
following day after this scooter recovery.
The AVCIS partner agreement with
Automatrics focus is on the safe
recovery of stolen vehicles, including
communication assistance with national
and international law enforcement.

Stolen Vespa is recovered
Our customer reported his Vespa stolen
when he left work. Automatrics remotely
alarmed the Automatrics MTrack unit
and dispatched a radio signal finder to
find the scooter despite GPS signals
being blocked.
The Metropolitan Police soon arrived
to help secure the scooter until the
owner collected at 3 am. One of the
attending Police officers was totally

AVCIS have additionally been equipped
with
Automatrics
radio
tracking
technology to aid recovery operations
subject to AVCIS resource availability.
Radio signal finders,
will where
required, use hand-held radio direction
receivers to pickup and home-in on the
Automatrics MTrack’s audibly silent
secret RF radio frequency. As no GPS
signal was received, as out of satellite
view, the scooter was located with radio
finding technology under a block of flats.

impressed with the accuracy and ability
of the Automatrics MTrack radio signal
location system

This unique tracking system has self
powered or vehicle powered options.
The advanced three layer location
technology enables any vehicle to be
tracked and recovered even in the
most challenging environments. Such
as underground car parks, in the back of
a van or inside a shipping container.
This quick find, returning a Vespa 300
back to it’s rightful owner with the support
of the Metropolitan police demonstrates
why Automatrics’ could reasonably claim
to provide:

The Metropolitan Police officer rated
system accuracy as far superior to the
old Tracker Network VHF radio system.
He further commented that the average
daily tally of 15-20 stolen motorcycles
in their London patch alone could
definitely benefit from such an accurate
and dedicated service. The owner called
the next day to thank the whole team
involved.

The Automatrics MTrack Stolen Vehicle
tracking system is the preferred choice
for many bike owners as it is especially
suited to the higher protection needs
of motorcycles and scooters.

The Ultimate Theft Recovery Service

Ultimately the Automatrics MTrack
being self powered and covertly
hidden was unaffected by the security
systems attack.

Watch Animated
Video On YouTube
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